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Trend Micro Expands Presence on Microsoft Azure Marketplace With
Deep Security as a Service Offering

Microsoft Azure customers gain access to leading cloud workload security with simple pricing

DALLAS--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Trend Micro Incorporated (TYO: 4704; TSE: 4704), a global leader in cybersecurity
solutions, today announced the availability of its leading cloud solution, Deep Security as a Service, on the
Microsoft Azure Marketplace. Launching at Microsoft’s Inspire 2019 event, this Trend Micro offering enables
organizations to combine the benefits of security software-as-a-service (SaaS) with the convenience of
consolidated cloud billing and usage-based, metered pricing.

“Our priority is to make cloud security as effortless as possible, which starts by meeting IT users and developers
where they are and then offering comfortable usage and pricing options,” said Sanjay Mehta, SVP, Business
Development & Strategic Alliances at Trend Micro. “Trend Micro is proud to continue our close relationship with
Microsoft Azure as one of its top global security partners. Being part of their consumption-based billing launch
for SaaS offerings helps customers looking to secure workloads and containers through their Azure instances.”

Trend Micro’s Deep Security as a Service will provide Microsoft Azure customers a fully hosted security
management experience with rapid delivery of innovations.

"Providing Trend Micro’s Deep Security as a Service offering through Azure Marketplace gives customers more
ways to enable, automate, and orchestrate cloud security,” said Jeana Jorgensen, GM, Cloud and AI for
Microsoft. “Customers can pay for only what they use with Trend Micro’s flexible, metered pricing or negotiate a
more traditional enterprise agreement using private offers while enjoying a consolidated bill for software and
cloud infrastructure.”

Trend Micro Deep Security delivers a multi-layered automated approach to protect hybrid cloud workloads and
container environments against known and unknown threats including malware and vulnerabilities, helping to
secure business data and applications all from within one solution. Deep Security consolidates security tools to
help lower costs, decrease complexity, and simplify security and compliance.

To learn more about Trend Micro Deep Security as a Service, please
visit: https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/business/products/hybrid-cloud/deep-security.html.

About Trend Micro

Trend Micro Incorporated, a global leader in cybersecurity solutions, helps to make the world safe for
exchanging digital information. Our innovative solutions for consumers, businesses, and governments provide
layered security for data centers, cloud environments, networks, and endpoints. All our products work together
to seamlessly share threat intelligence and provide a connected threat defense with centralized visibility and
control, enabling better, faster protection. With more than 6,000 employees in over 50 countries and the world’s
most advanced global threat intelligence, Trend Micro secures your connected world. For more information,
visit www.trendmicro.com.
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